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Abstract
Relational databases provide significant flexibility to organize, store, and
manipulate an infinite variety of complex data collections. This flexibility is
enabled by the concept of relational data schemas, which allow data owners
to easily design custom databases according to their unique needs. However,
user interfaces and information visualizations for accessing and utilizing data-
bases have not kept pace with this level of flexibility. Visualizations need to
integrate multiple tables and diverse visualization tools into custom solutions.
This paper describes advances to Snap-Together Visualization, introduces Visua-
lization Schemas, and presents an extensible system architecture. The Snap
model for custom multiple-view visualization establishes an analogy to the rela-
tional data model, enabling coordinated data design and visualization design.
Visualization Schemas are a natural extension to data schemas, and provide a
user interface that enables data owners to rapidly construct and disseminate
custom visualizations without programming. The web-based software architec-
ture supports run-time extensibility, enabling end-user integration and
dissemination of diverse data and visualization tools from the field.
Information Visualization (2002) 1, 211 – 228. doi:10.1057/palgrave.ivs.9500020
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Introduction
Advances in database technology have enabled the widespread collection
and proliferation of data. A major contributor to this success is the advent
of relational databases, perhaps the most popular storage platform, and its
concept of relational data schemas. Data schemas enable data owners to
design and define custom database instances that satisfy their unique
needs. They do not need to program a new database system, but can simply
use data schema tools to organize and manipulate a custom structure for
their particular data set. This high level of flexibility supports the defini-
tion of an infinite variety of databases, and clearly has had great positive
impact on the storage of vast quantities of information.

However, there has not been a similar level of flexibility for constructing
effective user interfaces and information visualizations for multi-table
databases. The design of an appropriate visualization for a given database
depends greatly on the data schema and user tasks. Because each data sche-
ma is unique, each database requires a unique visualization. General-
purpose visualization tools (such as Spotfire1) can be applied, but often
are only a partial solution. For non-trivial data schemas and tasks, appro-
priate visualizations must be custom programmed. This is an expensive
and time consuming effort, even when general-purpose visualizations are
utilized within the solution. As a result, many databases do not have
adequate visualizations, and data is underutilized.
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In addition, the flexibility of data schemas enables
frequent database modifications. In rapidly evolving
data-intensive environments (e.g. bioinformatics), data
schemas and domain tasks are in constant flux. As a
result, visualizations developed for a specific database
are often obsolete by the time they are implemented.
Developers are forced to redesign and re-implement, but
often cannot keep pace with the rate of change. The
problem is exacerbated by the fact that different users
and tasks often require different visualizations for the
same database.

Furthermore, while each database may be unique, they
are not independent. Typically, data analysis tasks must
integrate information from several different data sources.
For example, experimental scientists must compare
experiment results with local data such as prior experi-
ments, and remote data such as results from other labs,
collaborators, or public collections. This is recognized as
a key requirement in many domains such as bioinfor-
matics,2,3 digital government and NSF initiatives.4

Visualization designs typically also require the use of a
variety of distinct visualization tools. The field of infor-
mation visualization has produced a plethora of
visualization tools, each with different purposes and
strengths.5 Shneiderman presents a taxonomy of visuali-
zation tools based on visualized information types.6 Non-
trivial data problems involve multiple combined data
types and multi-table databases. Hence, visualization
software solutions must integrate several such tools into
a single unified user interface. Scientific labs often need
to integrate home-grown visualization tools with public
tools. Tightly coupling the tools for interactivity enables
the exploration of complex data across tool boundaries.
This is also recognized as a key requirement in many
domains such as bioinformatics,7 intelligence,8 and
GIS.9 For example, Figure 1 shows a visualization for
bioinformatics gene expression analysis that integrates
several tools and data sources.

As shown in Table 1, the problem results from a funda-
mental mismatch in design capability between databases
and visualization. As an analogy, consider the case if each
data schema instance required the data owner to imple-
ment a custom database system to store the data.

As a result, information visualization researchers and
developers often face a common dilemma: At one end
of the spectrum, custom visualizations are very effective
for specific targeted data schemas and tasks, but are not

broadly applicable to different situations. At the other
end of the spectrum, general-purpose visualizations can
be designed for a broad class of data schemas and tasks
(e.g. a scatter plot correlates any two numeric attributes),
but are not fully adequate for the detailed nuances of
individual situations (e.g. two attributes that measure
health demographics and relate to geography and DNA
sequences).

This paper describes advances to Snap-Together Visua-
lization (Snap) as a solution to this problem. Snap
consists of three perspectives:

. Theory: The Snap visualization model formalizes multi-
ple-view visualization in terms of the relational data
model, providing coordination between data design
and visualization design.

. User interface: Snap’s visualization schemas provide a
diagrammatic user interface that enables rapid compo-
sition of custom multiple-view visualizations without
programming.

. System architecture: The Snap visualization server uses a
web-based component architecture that supports the
run-time integration of diverse data sources and visua-
lization tools by end-users, as well as dissemination of
custom visualizations as web pages.

Related work
Research on flexible construction of visualizations for
databases has focused primarily on visualizing single rela-
tions (e.g. a single table or query result). Tools such as
APT,10 Sage/SageBrush,11 ViA,12 DEVise,13 DataSplash,14

and Spotfire1 enable users to construct visualizations of
a single relation by mapping data tuples to visual marks,
and then mapping tuple attributes to visual properties of
the marks (e.g. x, y, size, color). APT, Sage, and ViA use an
automated approach. DEVise, DataSplash and Spotfire
use form-based dialog boxes to let users match data attri-
butes to visual properties. SageBrush most closely
resembles visualization schemas, using a visual language
and user interface similar to a paintbrush program. Many
of these systems enable the simultaneous display of
multiple such visualizations of the relation, linked for
brushing.15 DEVise and DataSplash enable users to link
the visualizations for synchronized pan and zoom. Plai-
sant et al16 provides a visual specification for such links.
In LinkWinds,17 users can link views into a pipeline for
filtering data.

For databases containing multiple relations, Visage/
VQE,18 extends attribute mapping, brushing, and
dynamic queries to multiple relations. Users can perform
the operations on tuples and attributes in different rela-
tions that share joined entities. DataSplash lets users
construct ‘wormholes’ in a semantic zooming space that
allows them to drill down across relations by zooming in.
RMM19 uses a hypertext schema approach, similar to
visualization schemas, based on entity-relationship
diagrams to construct data-driven websites. Tuples map

Table 1 Mismatch in design capabilities

Relational Databases Custom Visualization

Design goal Data design Visualization design
Design method Data schema Program code
Designer Data owner Programmer
Design change Rapid, dynamic Slow, static
Adaptability Flexible Brittle
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to web pages, relations map to index pages, and associa-
tions map to hyperlinks.

Dataflow systems such as AVS20 and GeoVista21 enable
flexible specification of data processing pipelines. Because
of the focus on computationally intensive scientific-visua-
lization applications, dataflow diagrams have evolved
more as a representation for data processing rather than
a specification for interactive visualizations or user inter-
faces (perhaps away from Haeberli’s original vision with
ConMan22). Due to the complexity of such data proces-
sing environments, dataflow systems are generally
geared towards programmers as users. Similar to dataflow,
ISYS23 provides an extensible architecture for linking data
sources to service providers to data viewers.

There are many flexible visualization toolkits and
frameworks, such as Rivet24 and Sieve,25 that can produce
similar multiple-view visualizations as Snap, but require
programming.

Database background
Relational databases consist of three major perspectives:
The relational data model provides compositional princi-
ples to organize information in a structured form that is
usable and manipulable. Relational data schemas enable
users to define a custom structure for a particular dataset.
Relational database management systems (DBMS) imple-
ment the model and schema. Together, these

perspectives enable users to organize, store, manipulate,
and share data in a flexible and customized fashion.

From the users’ perspective, the design flexibility is
accomplished through the use of data schemas. Rela-
tional data schemas provide several primitives that users
compose to create a database: attributes (fields), tuples
(records), and relations (tables). Many modern database
systems also explicitly represent join associations
between relations (primary keys and foreign keys that
associate tuples between relations).

Many database systems provide a visual language for
data schemas in the form of a diagrammatic, direct
manipulation user interface. Diagrammatic data schemas
are generally represented as a graph. Nodes represent rela-
tions, and each node contains a list of the relation’s
attribute names. Edges represent join associations. Direc-
ted edges represent one-to-many associations
(hierarchical), and undirected edges represent one-to-
one associations.

For example, Figure 2 shows the data schema for a
database containing information about http hits (visits)
to our website. The ‘URLs’ relation contains a tuple for
each page on our website, with attributes such as URL
address and page name. The ‘Hits’ relation stores a tuple
for each hit to our site, including attributes for the date,
time, and status of the hit. Each Hits tuple also has a
reference to the visited page in URLs. This defines a
one-to-many association between URLs and Hits, because
each page can have many hits, but each hit is to one page.
The ‘Referrers’ relation contains tuples for external
websites that link to our website. Each Hits tuple also
references the Referrer site that linked the visitor to our
site. The combination of these join associations defines
a many-to-many association between URLs and Referrers
through the intervening Hits relation. That is, each page
has many referrers and each referrer can send hits to
many pages. Similarly, the ‘Links’ relation contains infor-
mation about all known links between external sites and
our site, regardless of hits generated.

Data schema users have a wide range of expertise. Very
complex or high performance databases may require
expert data modelers, but many simpler databases are
maintained by relative novices. In previous work with
data analysts at the Census Bureau,26 we found that the
analysts were very familiar with concepts of the tabular
data format. While many had not previously used rela-
tional databases, they were quick to learn with data
schema diagrams.

Data schemas, especially diagrammatic data schemas,
have many important benefits for data storage:

. Enables data owners to define and modify a custom
structure of a database using a simple language.

. Provides guidance for data design, and enforces rules of
the data model (e.g. validity).

. Provides an overview of database structure to help
other users understand database contents.

. Provides usability for data storage tasks.

Figure 1 Example visualization integrating diverse data and tools in

bioinformatics. Gene expression experiment results are shown in a

scatter plot (top right). Selecting genes of interest highlights their

hierarchical function classifications in the Gene Ontology tree

(top left), shows their results across four experiments in detail (bot-

tom right), and displays their known information from the public

MIPS library (bottom left).
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. Enables systems to store and interpret database con-
tents interchangeably.

Visualization schemas can have similar benefits for visua-
lization.

Snap-Together Visualization
The primary goal of Snap is to enable a level of flexibility
in visualization design that rivals that of data design. To
accomplish this, the primary guiding principle of Snap
is to establish a tight analogy between relational data
concepts and visualization concepts (summarized in
Table 2).

Database concepts have been very successful in the
database realm, resulting in massive data storage. Simi-
lar concepts may have similar success in the
visualization realm, leading to increased data visualiza-
tion and utilization. This analogical approach has
several major motivations:

. Flexibility: Database concepts have successfully en-
abled flexible data design. Mimicking these concepts
in visualization can enable flexible visualization design.

. Learnability: Leveraging data users existing knowledge
of data concepts reduces overall learning time. Dia-
grammatic database schemas have extended basic data
storage capabilities to non-experts, and visualization
schemas can have similar benefits for data utilization.

. User performance: Visualization as a natural extension
to database concepts improves user performance in de-
sign, and reduces turn-around time.

. Design Coordination: Close coordination between data
design and visualization design closes the gap between
data storage and visualization. This is important be-
cause data and visualization design affect each other.

This also enables the same users to do both data and vi-
sualization design tasks.

The analogy begins at the three high-level perspectives of
databases: theory, user interface, and system architecture.
For each of these perspectives, Snap contains an analo-
gous perspective that extends the relational database
counterpart to the visualization realm. In the theory
perspective, the Snap visualization model formalizes visua-
lization in terms of the principles of the relational data
model. In the user interface perspective, Snap visualiza-
tion schemas are analogous to relational data schemas,
enabling users to define custom visualizations for custom
databases. In the system architecture perspective, the
Snap visualization server operates on top of a relational
DBMS.

This paper reports on significant advancements to the
Snap model (since the initial model previously reported
in26) that establish a clean analogy to the relational data
model, the novel concept of visualization schemas as a
user interface for visualization design, and a new architec-
ture that coordinates visualization schemas with data
schemas and supports new goals in access, extensibility,
and collaboration. These three high-level perspectives
are discussed in turn in the following sections.

Theory: Snap visualization model

Multiple views
The Snap visualization model is based on composition of
multiple-views. In the multiple-view visualization
approach, data is displayed in several different views
(called visualization components). Different components
may display the same or different portions of the data.
These components can then be tightly coupled (or coordi-

Figure 2 An example data schema for a database of http hits to our website. ‘URLs’ stores information about pages on our website.

‘Referrers’ stores information about external websites that have links to our website. ‘Hits’ stores information about each hit, including a

reference to the page requested in ‘URLs’ and the external referring site in ‘Referrers’.
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nated) in a variety of ways27 such that interacting with
one component causes meaningful effects in others. This
produces an integrated composite or multiple-view visuali-
zation.28 Figure 3 shows an example of a multiple-view
visualization for the website hits database.

Snap’s use of the multiple-views approach has several
major motivations:

. Composition of multiple views enables flexibility.

. Mimics the way visualization designers often build cus-
tom visualization solutions.27,28

. Enables the use of diverse visualization tools, and sup-
ports diverse and complex data.

. Enables reuse of the plethora of visualization tools im-
plemented in the field, as well as automated techniques
for constructing individual views such as APT.10

Snap’s basic assumption is that the fundamental unit of
creative design in information visualization is an indivi-
dual visualization component. A secondary goal of Snap
is to leverage component implementations from the
field. Our hope is that this will create a pipeline that
transfers tools from research to practical application,
and thus facilitates information visualization in ‘crossing
the chasm’.29 Visualization components are donated by
their inventors; coordinations are constructed by users.

Schema primitives
The Snap model rigorously defines multiple-view visuali-
zation in terms of the relational data model. Like the

relational data model, it represents a balance between
theory and practice. That is, it is intended to capture
not only theoretical design of multiple-view visualiza-
tion, but also common design practices of typical
multiple-view visualizations. This approach enables addi-
tional goals of extensibility and applicability to existing
components as described later in the architecture section.

The Snap model establishes a direct correspondence
between relational data schema primitives and visualiza-
tion schema primitives: (see also Table 2).

. Visualization component = data relation. A visualization
component is a view that displays a data relation or
query result (we assume that queries or database ‘views’
are integrated into the data schema like relations). An
example is a scatter plot component that displays a bin-
ary relation (or a binary projection of a relation with
larger arity). A visualization component can implement
a specific visualization type (e.g. scatter plot), or use
automated techniques to dynamically generate visuali-
zations (e.g. APT).10

. Visual item = data tuple. Data tuples are displayed as
visual items in a visualization component. For exam-
ple, a tuple is displayed as a dot in the scatter plot.

. Visual property = data attribute. Data attributes are used
by visualization components to compute graphics.
Users map data attributes to component-specific visual
properties. For example, a data attribute is mapped to
the x axis on the scatter plot, causing tuples to be
visually arranged according to their value for that attri-
bute.

Figure 3 An example multiple-view visualization constructed with Snap for the database shown in Figure 2. The website map generated

from the URLs is shown in the TreeView (top left). Selecting a page in the map displays the page in the web browser (top right), and dis-

plays the distribution of hits to that page in the scatter plot (top center). Selecting pages also highlights referring sites listed in the table

view (bottom left). Likewise, selecting referring sites highlights pages linked to, and shows their hits in the plot. Clicking a referrer shows its

page in the other web browser (bottom right).
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. User interaction = tuple subset selection. A user interac-
tion in a visualization component selects a subset of
tuples from the displayed relation, analogous to per-
forming a selection query, and typically alters the
visual display of those tuples. For example, a user high-
lights a set of outlier tuples in the scatter plot by
directly selecting them, or zooms onto a single tuple
to reveal more details. Interactions are defined by each
component and identified only by name (e.g. ‘select’,
or ‘zoom’). Each interaction defined by a component
has a corresponding tuple subset that it controls. A sub-
set consists of zero or more tuples from the relation (an
empty subset indicates no tuples were selected). Tuples
in a subset can be identified by their unique primary-
key values. Every component also has an inherent
‘load’ action, which contains the entire relation cur-
rently loaded and displayed in the component.

. Visualization coordination = data join. A coordination
links an interaction in one component to an interac-
tion in another component, by equating the corre-
sponding subset selections according to a join
between the components’ relations. User actions on tu-
ples in one component cause visual actions on join as-
sociated tuples in the other component. The tuple
subset of the user action in the former component is
inner-joined to the latter component’s relation, result-
ing in the new tuple subset to use for the action in the
latter component. For example, brushing-and-linking
between two scatter plots of the same relation is a coor-
dination of the ‘select’ actions across the implicit one-
to-one join association. Then, when users highlight

items in one plot, the associated items are automati-
cally highlighted in the other plot. A coordination
can link any pair of actions between components. Co-
ordinations, like joins, are bidirectional.

Coordinations and joins
An important advancement in this model is the general-
ization of coordinations and interactions. A coordination
is generalized to any single or compound join associa-
tion, including one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-
many associations. Join associations for coordinations
are automatically derived and executed from data
schemas, eliminating the need for user-defined parame-
terized queries for joins. Furthermore, interactions are
generalized to tuple subset selections, enabling them to
act on single or multiple tuples. Chained coordinations
cascade across arbitrary associations, beyond the
previously limited one-to-one cascading.

Four cases demonstrate how generalized coordinations
correspond to various joins in the data schema. These are
demonstrated using the example data schema and multi-
ple-view visualization for website hits shown in Figure 2
and Figure 3.

. Self join: A coordination can be established between
two visualization components that display the same re-
lation. In this case, the coordination corresponds to the
implicit one-to-one join association that exists between
the relation and itself.

For example, the TreeView visualization component
displays the URLs relation, using the URL page pathname
attribute to display the tuples as a website tree structure.
A web browser component also displays the URLs rela-
tion, using the URL attribute to display actual pages
represented by the tuples. The ‘select’ action of the Tree-
View is coordinated to the ‘navigate’ action of the web
browser across the self join. When users select a tuple
in the TreeView, there is no need to actually perform a
join since it is a self join, so the same tuple is used to navi-
gate the web browser to the selected page.

TreeView URLs! web browser

. Single join: A coordination can be established between
two components whose relations have a direct join as-
sociation in the data schema. The relational model pro-
vides two primitive types of direct join associations:
one-to-one and one-to-many.

For example, in addition to the TreeView of the URLs
relation, the scatter plot displays the Hits relation, show-
ing all hits to the website by date and time. The ‘select’
action of the TreeView is coordinated to the ‘load’ action
of the plot, using the direct join association between the
URLs and Hits relations. The data schema indicates this is
a one-to-many association. Selecting tuples in the Tree-
View joins those tuples to the Hits relation to find all

!

~~

!

Table 2 A strong analogy between relational database
concepts and Snap visualization concepts enables a

matching level of design capability

Relational Databases Snap Visualization

Usage:
Design goal Data design Visualization design
Design method Data schema Visualization schema
Designer Data owner Data owner
Design change Rapid, dynamic Rapid, dynamic
Adaptability Flexible Flexible

Perspectives:
Theory Relational data model Snap visualization model
User interface Relational data schema Snap visualization schema
Architecture Relational DBMS Snap visualization server

Schema Primitives:
Theory Relation Visualization component

Tuple Visual item
Attribute Visual property
Selection User interaction
Join Coordination

User interface Relation Visualization

Join Coordination

Relation Visualization
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the hits to the selected pages. The resulting Hits subset is
then loaded and displayed in the plot, essentially filtering
out hits to any other pages. This enables users to drill
down from pages to hits.

TreeView URLs$ Hits! Scatter plot

. Compound join: A coordination can be established be-
tween two components whose relations have an indir-
ect association via one or more intermediate relations
in the data schema. This requires a compound join,
concatenating each of the direct joins along the indir-
ect association path. Compound joins enable more
complex associations such as many-to-many.

For example, in addition to the TreeView of the URLs
relation, the TableView displays the Referrers relation,
showing an alphabetical list of all the websites that link
(refer) readers to the URLs website (alternatively, it might
be interesting to show referrers geographically). The
‘select’ action of the TreeView is coordinated to the
‘select’ action of the TableView, using the compound join
from URLs to Hits to Referrers. The concatenation of the
one-to-many and many-to-one joins creates a many-to-
many join. Selecting tuples in the TreeView joins those
tuples to the Hits relation and then to the Referrers rela-
tion to identify the websites that actually sent readers to
the selected pages, and then selects them in the Table-
View. Since coordinations are bidirectional, the reverse
interaction can also occur. This example illustrates brush-
ing-and-linking across a many-to-many association.

Treeview URLs$ Hits$ Referrers! TableView

. Multiple alternative joins: A coordination between two
components whose relations have multiple alternative
join associations connecting them requires the selec-
tion of one of the join associations for use in the coor-
dination. In the compound join example above, an
alternative is the compound join through the Links re-
lation. This alternative would have a different effect.
Selecting pages in the TreeView would indicate all the
websites in the TableView that have links to those
pages, rather than the websites that actually referred
readers and generated hits.

Treeview URLs$ Hits$ Referrers! TableView

Treeview URLs$ Links$ Referrers! TableView

Data-centric coordination
The Snap multiple-view coordination model employs a
data-centric approach by focusing on tuple-based coordi-
nations. The motivation for this approach is that tuple-
based coordination is most necessary for multi-table
multi-view visualization, is representation independent
(and therefore can be applied between any two visualiza-
tion components), is under explored, and coincides well

with extensibility goals described later in the Architecture
section. While the model focuses on data visualization
and not data editing operations, data edits are tuple-
based and can easily be added to the coordination model
using standard data change events. Major data modifica-
tions that alter entire relations are better implemented
directly in the data schema. Snap’s coordination model
would combine well with other data-centric visualization
concepts such as Visage.11

The Snap model captures the common types of coordi-
nations used for data navigation. See27 for a detailed
taxonomy of coordinations achievable with this model.
These common coordinations support scalability of
visualization in each aspect of relational data:

. Scalability in number of tuples: Overview+detail strate-
gies support very large numbers of tuples, especially
when chained across several views.16

. Scalability in number of attributes: Many attributes can
be partitioned into multiple simpler views, while
brushing-and-linking strategies15 enable correlation
between them. Systems such as Visage11 and Spotfire1

demonstrate the value of brushing.
. Scalability in number of relations and associations:

Coordinated drill-down strategies enable drill down
across one-to-many associations between relations in
different views.30

. Scalability in number of different data types: Data con-
taining multiple distinct types of data requires different
types of views and coordinations to navigate between
them. Examples include geographic information sys-
tems that combine maps and statistics,9 or bioinfor-
matics,3 which can involve numerical data, images,
tree structures, and networks.

Other types of multiple-view coordinations are represen-
tation-centric and are not explicitly modeled here. They
coordinate specifics of the representations of two visuali-
zation components, such as sharing a common color-
mapping scheme or displaying the same arbitrary region
of a visual space. In the example of displaying the same
region (e.g. synchronized pan and zoom of the axes of
two plots), if the region is strictly determined by a set of
tuples then the tuple-based technique will work. Other-
wise, components must share parameters of the visual
representation. DEVise13 has demonstrated an approach
for handling a subset of representation-centric coordina-
tions based on sharing attribute ranges of 1- and 2-
dimensional spaces (its ‘visual’ and ‘cursor’ links). These
can be easily integrated with the Snap model (DEVise
‘record’ links are tuple-based and can already be repre-
sented in the Snap model). However, in the general case,
as in the example of sharing a common color scheme, a
more detailed level of integration is needed. Improvise31

employs an MVC approach that treats such properties of
the visual representation as sharable data. Components
must share many complex data structures that complicate
inter-component communication and must be specified
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by users. Hence, representation-centric coordinations
currently trade off with ease of extensibility and usability.

User interface: visualization schemas
Visualization schema diagrams are visually represented
similar to data schema diagrams. Visualization schemas
are represented as a graph, and support direct manipula-
tion. Nodes in the graph represent instantiated
visualization components. Edges represent coordinations
between components.

As an example for the following description of visual-
ization schemas, we construct a custom multiple-view
visualization for the database of website hits whose data
schema is shown in Figure 2. We construct the visualiza-
tion shown in Figure 3 for exploring the website, time
sensitivity of hits, and referring pages. The visualization
schema for designing this visualization is shown in Figure
4.

Nodes
Opening a new visualization component adds a node to
the graph. The actual instantiated visualization compo-
nent that the node represents is displayed in a separate
frame for the multiple-view visualization, called the
visualization workspace, tiled next to the visualization
schema diagram. Nodes indicate the visualization
component type, a miniature icon of the component,
and the name of the data relation displayed in the
component (Figure 5). A component instance identifier,
displayed at the bottom right of the node icon, is a
number that helps users relate nodes to their actual
component instances in the visualization workspace.
Colored ports attached to the nodes represent the actions
supported by the visualization component. Each port
displays a descriptor of its corresponding action. The
complete action name can be seen by moving the mouse
over the port.

Users can drag a relation from the data schema onto a
component’s node to display that relation in the compo-
nent. Users can directly select attributes of the relation to
include in the component. This provides a quick and
simple form of projection query that is common in visua-
lization tasks. The list of data attributes loaded into a
component can be seen by clicking on the ‘+’ symbol at
the bottom left of the node.

Users can drag nodes to rearrange the graph. They can
change the visualization type of a node by selecting a
new visualization component from a menu. For example,
if the user initially displays a relation in a scatter plot, but
then decides that parallel-coordinates would show the
data better, simply selecting the parallel-coordinates
menu item will close the scatter plot and open the paral-
lel coordinates plot in its place.

To begin the example in Figure 4, a standard TreeView
visualization component is selected from a menu. The
TreeView node is displayed in the visualization schema
(top left node). The URLs relation is loaded into the
component by dragging the relation from the data sche-
ma browser. Snap prompts the user to specify the method
used for generating a tree structure from the relation, and
the user chooses the URL pathname attribute for this. In
the visualization workspace, the tree structure of the
website is displayed in the TreeView visualization compo-
nent. Similarly, the URLs relation is loaded into a web
browser component (top right node), choosing the URL
pathname attribute for the browser to use for navigating
to pages. The Hits relation is loaded and displayed in a
scatter plot visualization component (top-center node).
This creates the three views shown at the top of the work-
space (Figure 3).

Edges
Edges between nodes in the visualization schema repre-
sent coordinations between visualizations. Edges
indicate the actions that are coordinated at their
endpoints, and the cardinality of the join association
(one-to-one, many-to-one, many-to-many).

Dragging a link from a port on one node to a port on
another node establishes a coordination between the
visualization components. Users decide the interface
actions to coordinate by choosing the ports on each

Figure 4 Visualization schema for the multiple-view visualization

shown in Figure 3.

Figure 5 A node in the visualization schema represents an instan-

tiated visualization component.
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end of the edge. To keep the graph visually organized,
ports will slide to the icon edge closest to the other coor-
dinated icon and duplicate if needed. When the
coordination is established, the actual instances of the
visualization components will immediately then behave
in the specified coordinated fashion. Coordinations can
easily be altered by dragging an edge’s end-point to a
different port. Visualization components and coordina-
tions can be eliminated using right-click menus.

For each coordination, the system automatically deter-
mines the corresponding join from the data schema. The
cardinality of the join association is displayed on the
coordination link as a triangle, similar to common prac-
tice in data schema diagrams. The triangle grows
broader towards the ‘many’ side of the coordination.
For a many-to-many coordination, two triangles are
displayed. When coordinating, if there are multiple alter-
native joins between the visualization components’
relations then the user can select the desired join path
from a pop-up list (Figure 6).

Continuing with the example in Figure 4, a link is
dragged from the TreeView’s ‘select’ port to the web-
browser component’s ‘load’ port in the visualization
schema (top-most edge). This establishes a coordination
between the components. The self join on the URLs rela-
tion is automatically chosen as the obvious join for the
coordination. Now, selecting a page in the TreeView will
load that URL in the web browser, causing it to display
the actual web page.

Similarly, dragging a link from the TreeView’s ‘select’
port to the scatter plot’s ‘select’ port establishes a brush-
ing coordination between the TreeView and scatter plot.
The one-to-many join between URLs and Hits is automa-
tically chosen since it is the most obvious alternative as
the only direct join. Now, in the visualization workspace,
selecting web pages in the TreeView also selects and high-
lights all the hits to those pages in the scatter plot,
causing them to stand out from the rest of the hits. Simi-
larly, selecting hits in the scatter plot will select and
highlight the hit pages in the TreeView, enabling users
to discover which pages were hit during certain dates or

times of day. The designed visualization now enables
users to browse the website from the TreeView and scatter
plot perspectives while viewing desired pages. Alterna-
tively, coordinating to the scatter plot’s ‘load’ action
would have a different effect. Selecting pages in the Tree-
View would show only those hits in the plot, filtering out
all others.

We then add the capability to visualize referring sites
(bottom two components). The TableView and web-
browser components at the bottom display data about
external web sites that refer readers to the site shown
in the TreeView. A coordination is dragged from the
‘select’ port of the TreeView to the ‘select’ port of the
TableView. The system determines that there are two
double-joins in the data schema that associate URLs to
Referrers, and displays a popup menu giving the user
a choice of either alternative. Since we are interested
in only those referrers which actually resulted in hits
to URLs and not all possible referrers, we choose the
URL-Hits-Referrers path (Figure 6). We can then browse
back and forth between pages in the TreeView and
external sites. A final additional coordination enables
us to select a referrer in the TableView to display the
referring page in the bottom web-browser. The example
shows that many readers discover the website’s home-
page through Google.

Advantages
Visualization schemas have many advantages. Its direct
manipulation approach enables users to construct and
modify multiple-view visualizations very rapidly. Because
it closely resembles relational data schemas, its learning
time is greatly reduced from the previous form-based
approach26 and it helps users learn the Snap model
concepts. Also, visualization schemas are used to specify
user interactions, which is a level that users are familiar
with, in contrast to dataflow specifications which are at
a much more detailed data processing level.

Furthermore, it provides a visual overview of the
coordination structure of the visualization, which helps
users quickly learn how to operate the visualizations
and understand its response. This helps to solve a
long-standing usability problem with multiple-view
visualizations in general. Hence, visualization schemas
improve usability at both the construction phase as well
as the operation phase. Visualization schemas also can
provide a compact representation of visualizations for
the purpose of browsing and recognizing many alternate
designs. It also provides a context in which to show
other information related to visualizations and their
use, such as animations of propagation of actions
through the coordination graph or saved sequences of
actions such as macros.

Finally, it enables a new level of flexibility in visualiza-
tion that matches that of databases. It does not require
programming, which enables visualizations to be rapidly
updated along with dynamic database schemas.

Figure 6 An edge in the visualization schema represents a coordi-

nation between visualization components. A coordination between

the URLs and Referrers relations offers a list of two alternative

many-to-many joins.
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Scenario
In bioinformatics, visualization can help biologists
analyze large quantities of experimental data and
discover relationships. Flexibility is critical in bioinfor-
matics since there is much variety and unpredictability
in the problems, and custom visualizations are routinely
needed. This scenario is based on actual investigations
underway by collaborators in the life sciences on the
genomics of pine tree response to drought stress condi-
tions.32 Proteins provide the structural components of
cells and tissues as well as enzymes for essential
biochemical reactions. A gene is a specific sequence of
nucleotide bases, whose sequences carry the information
required for constructing proteins. Hence, genes influ-
ence the basic functions of an organism. These low-
level functions are categorized in a functional hierarchy,
and genes are experimentally linked to these categories
over time.

Data
A biologist is investigating the results of several micro-
array experiments, in which the response of many indivi-
dual genes to various conditions is quantitatively
measured. She has completed the experiment and
collected the results. She has also retrieved existing data
about the functional categories from the Gene Ontology
Consortium website. She has gathered and organized the
data into the database shown in Figure 7. The data is
organized into three relations: func_category, category_
clone and exp_results.

The database contains information about the activity
levels (‘expression’) of many DNA genes (‘clones’) in
several experiments (stored in exp_results relation on left),
and an ontological tree of functional categories (func_
category relation on right). A many-to-many association
exists between genes and categories. Each gene can be
classified in many categories, and each category can have
many genes. This many-to-many association is imple-
mented as two one-to-many associations with an

intermediate relation (category_clone) that contains the
known gene-to-category pairings.

Relating genes and categories
In Figure 8, the biologist begins by displaying two
components: a tree-view of the functional categories
(func_category) and a scatter plot of results of the first
experiment (in exp_results). Each point in the scatter plot
corresponds to a gene studied in the experiments. The
genes on the left side are negatively expressed and the
genes on the right are positively expressed. The y-axis
in the scatter plot shows the computed significance level
of the gene expression. She coordinates the two compo-
nents to enable many-to-many brushing-and-linking by
connecting their ‘select’ actions in the visualization sche-
ma.

She then decides that a line chart would be useful to
compare more detailed time-series results across four
cycles of the experiment (like a parallel coordinates plot)
for genes selected in the scatter plot. She adds a line chart
component, and chooses the appropriate four data attri-
butes to display. She coordinates the scatter plot ‘select’
action to the line chart ‘load’ action, so that the line chart
provides details on demand.

The biologist wants to examine genes that are signifi-
cantly positively expressed. She interactively selects a
cluster of genes in the upper right of the scatter plot
(Figure 8). In the tree-view, the coordination automati-
cally highlights several categories to which these genes
belong. She discovers that the Flavonoids category is
highlighted, and remembers that Flavonoids are thought
to induce leaf coloration. This might make a suitable
defense mechanism to drought stress by reducing the
quantity of light entering the leaves.

She reverses her analysis by interactively selecting the
Flavonoids category in the tree-view, which automatically
highlights (in red) all Flavonoid-related genes in the scat-
ter plot by coordination. She sees that some Flavonoid
genes are positively expressed while others remain

Figure 7 Data schema for micro-array experiment results and functional categories. This database was provided by the Expresso group.32
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neutral. In the line chart, she also sees that the positively-
expressed Flavonoids tend to decrease in expression level
over the time course of the experiment cycles. She
hypothesizes that there are different subclasses of Flavo-
noid genes, and that some of them are critical in early
stage drought response. This will help her formulate her
next round of experiments to examine these issues in
more detail, and contribute to improved sub-categoriza-
tion of that portion of the gene ontology tree.

Unidentified genes
The biologist then decides to examine genes that are yet
unidentified (classified in the ‘Unidentified’ category).
She selects the Unidentified category in the tree-view.
Unidentified genes in the scatter plot automatically high-
light in red. She observes some gene clusters containing
both identified and unidentified genes. Her prior research
suggests that genes in a cluster might belong to the same
categories.

In Figure 9, two additional components are needed to
help the biologist identify genes. A second table is coordi-
nated to display additional details about genes selected in
the scatter plot. Selecting a gene from this list displays
further known information in a web page showing search
results from the public plant genome database available
from the Munich Information Center for Protein

Sequences (MIPS). This enables the biologist to quickly
access other results concerning her genes and categories
of interest.

She discovers a cluster in which the genes are nega-
tively expressed in the first three cycles and positively
expressed in the fourth cycle. This suggests that the genes
are responding to a special condition in the fourth cycle.
She hypothesizes that the unidentified gene might
belong to the category of similarly behaving genes, Ribo-
somes.

She then saves the visualization schema and workspace
in Snap, and sends the resulting URL to her colleague at
another university who has expertise in this topic. He will
be able to immediately re-open her workspace on the
web, augment it with his own findings, and help her
confirm or refute her hypothesis.

Architecture: Snap visualization server
The Snap visualization server is the software system that
enables users to design multiple-view visualizations by
creating visualization schemas. The Snap client runs in
a web browser and uses frames to organize multiple visua-
lization components in a tiled space-filling fashion
(Figure 9). The Snap control panel is the Java applet tiled
on the left side. This panel lets users establish database
connections and design a visualization schema. The

Figure 8 Initial visualization schema and workspace enabling exploration of functional categories (left) linked to experimental results (right).

Selecting positively expressed genes in the scatter plot (rectangle on right side of plot) reveals functional categories in the treeview and their

time series results in the line chart. This enables interactive exploration of relationships between low-level gene functions and high-level

experimental conditions, leading to improved understanding of how genes operate and affect organism behavior.
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visualization workspace enables users to add components
by splitting frames horizontally or vertically.

Snap has an event-based, implicit invocation software
architecture.33 The visualization schema is used to coor-
dinate events between the individual visualization
components. When a view is added, Snap registers itself
as a listener for the component’s events. When users
interact with a component, the component fires an
event. Snap receives the event and propagates it to other
coordinated visualizations. Snap acts as a mediator
between each component.34 Visualization components
implement a ‘Snapable’ programming interface exposing
the component’s capabilities to Snap. Additionally, each
visualization component can act as a fully functional
individual visualization outside of the Snap system. An
interesting side effect of this approach is that Snap can
track and control the state of each component, enabling
additional centralized features such as interactive history
keeping, and saving and restoring state.

The Snap architecture consists of three major layers for
coordinating components (Figure 10). The data source
maintains the data to be visualized. The first layer of
the architecture includes the Database Manager and
Database Schema. They provide connectivity to data
sources and describe join associations between the sepa-
rate data relations. The second layer contains the
Visualization Schema and Coordination Graph. This
layer supports the assignment of data relations to visuali-

zation components, and the coordination of events
between components. The Visualization Schema allows
two components to be coordinated only when their
encapsulated relations can be associated by joins in the
data schema. The third layer includes the Coordination
Manager. It handles all communication with the visuali-
zation components, and is responsible for the receiving
and firing of events. The Coordination Manager utilizes
the bottom two layers to propagate events to coordinated
components and translate events as needed.

Data connectivity
The Snap control panel uses JDBC to connect to either
local or remote databases. Figure 11 depicts Snap’s
capability to access a relational DBMS on the client, Snap
server, or 3rd party server. Snap uses a JDBC connection to
ODBC to allow for connectivity to various DBMS technol-
ogies.35 Upon successful connection to a data source,
Snap retrieves the data schema of the database. The data
schema describes all the relations and the join associa-
tions between relations (Figure 7). We are currently
working on allowing users to connect to multiple data
sources and specify associations between data relations
in separate databases.

Event coordination
Snap enables quick integration of visualization compo-
nents by developers. New or legacy components can be

Figure 9 Augmented visualization workspace and its visualization schema. Additional components (bottom left) link the public MIPS data

source for genomic information.
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easily modified to support Snap’s simple communication
events. These components can still operate as stand-alone
visualizations outside the Snap environment as needed.
However, they can now also be coordinated with many
other components in Snap. Component developers only
need to register their components with Snap. Snap uses
Java’s ability to dynamically detect and connect to other
components in a web browser without modification to
the Snap system.

The Snap architecture requires visualization compo-
nent developers to handle only firing and receiving

events in their component with the Snap system. This
shields developers from needing to communicate with
any other visualization components directly. Visualiza-
tion components must implement a standardized
Snapable application programming interface (API). This
API is designed to be very simple, and to minimize devel-
opers’ required effort. The Snapable API requires the
component to be able to:

. Load data given to it from Snap: When users choose
data to display in a component, Snap passes a data rela-

Figure 10 The Snap architecture integrates the data schema and visualization schema to enable automatic execution of coordinations in

multiple-view visualization.

Figure 11 Local and remote database access points.
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tion to the component, along with the name of the pri-
mary-key column (ID). The component should elimi-
nate any previously loaded data, and display the
visualization of this new data. The ID values are used
when firing and receiving events.

. Send action events to Snap: When users interact with
the component (e.g. user selects several tuples), it
should send an action event to Snap. These events in-
clude the name of the action (e.g. ‘select’) and the pri-
mary-key ID values of the tuples acted on.

. Receive action events from Snap: When Snap coordi-
nates actions, Snap sends action events to the compo-
nent. These events include the name of the action
and the ID values of the tuples to act on. The compo-
nent should then execute the action on the given tu-
ples.

Snap is responsible for coordinating actions between the
visualization components. The visualization schema
allows users to specify the coordinations. As the user
configures the visualization schema, a coordination
graph is built. Each component is a node in the coordina-
tion graph. The node identifies the data relation that the
component encapsulates. Each coordination is an edge
between nodes, and identifies the actions that it coordi-
nates.

Typical multiple-view visualizations have a tree-struc-
tured coordination graph. In the case of general graphs,
methods for handling cycles are needed. A mark and
sweep algorithm is utilized by the coordination manager
to propagate events across the coordination graph.
Several algorithm alternatives were considered for propa-
gating events and each have a different effect depending
on the structure of the coordination graph. The algo-
rithm alternatives include:

. Marking each node versus marking each node’s
action type

. Breadth-first traversal versus depth-first traversal

In the example graph in Figure 12, if a selection event
occurs in VisB then multiple events are propagated to
VisD. VisD will receive a ‘load’ action directly from
VisB, and a ‘select’ action via propagation through VisA
and VisC. Marking each node’s action type would allow
the VisD to receive both events during the propagation
since they are of different action types. However, incon-
sistencies can occur if the actions conflict and operate
on different tuples due to different join paths. Alterna-
tively, marking each node during event propagation
means that only one event will occur in each compo-
nent. The node for VisD will receive both events, but
Snap will only fire to the component the first event that
the node receives.

The traversal algorithm affects the order in which
events arrive at a node. Snap uses the breadth-first algo-
rithm when propagating events, which causes shortest
path coordinations to occur first. However, cycles may

occur in the coordination graph that include two equal-
length paths between a pair of components. Figure 12
demonstrates an example of two equal-length paths
between VisA and VisD. Such ties are broken by the order
in which the coordinations were created. If users want to
specify the VisD event to be fired when a selection occurs
in VisA, they should directly coordinate VisA and VisD.
Propagations could be displayed in the visualization sche-
ma for additional feedback to users. Future work will
include a constraint-based approach to propagating
events.

In order to improve performance, event firing and
propagation is multi-threaded. Each node in the coordi-
nation graph has its own thread to handle the
component’s event queue. This allows an event to propa-
gate to all of the coordinated components without
waiting for each component to update. Event queues
are used during both the reception and firing of events.
This allows continued and rapid interaction within each
component in the presence of slow components.

Event translation
When coordinating events between two components
that encapsulate different relations, event translation is
needed to join the relations. In the scenario described
in Figure 3, events occurring in the tree-view visualiza-
tion of URLs must be translated when coordinated to
the components displaying Hits and Referrers. When
the tree-view of URLs fires a ‘select’ action event, it sends
Snap a list of the URL IDs of the URL tuples selected by
the user. Snap then propagates the event to the scatter
plot of Hits according to the coordination in the visuali-
zation schema. When firing the event to the plot, Snap
must first translate the URL IDs to the associated Hit
IDs by performing a data join. The plot then receives
the translated event, and highlights the appropriate Hit
tuples in the display. Similarly, event translation is

Figure 12 Example coordination graph with four coordinated

visualization components.
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needed when coordinating visualizations of the URL and
Referrer relations.

The Coordination Manager utilizes the visualization
schema to propagate events and determine the relations
encapsulated by each component. It then utilizes the
data schema to translate events appropriately based on
the underlying data join associations. The data schema
manager translates events across single and compound
joins. The events are translated by constructing a join
query between the two relations. In the example of Figure
3, selecting multiple URLs in the tree-view requires Snap
to translate the event for coordinated components. If
three URL tuples whose URL IDs are 4, 5, and 6 are
selected, then the data schema manager constructs the
following SQL query to translate the URLs into Hits for
the scatter plot:

SELECT Hits:RequestID

FROM Hits INNER JOIN URLs

ON Hits:UrlID ¼ URLs:UrlID

WHERE URLs:UrlID IN ð4; 5;6Þ;

For coordinating across intermediate relations, event
translation requires a compound join query. For the
table-view of Referrers, the following query retrieves the
Referrer tuples associated with the selected URL tuples:

SELECTReferers:RefererID

FROM Referers INNER JOIN

ðHits INNER JOIN URLS

ON Hits:UrlID ¼ URLs:UrlIDÞ
ON Referers:RefererID ¼ Hits:RefererID

WHERE URLs:UrlID INð4;5;6Þ;

For firing ‘load’ actions, the query would be modified to
retrieve all the attributes to be displayed in the destina-
tion component, instead of only the primary key
attribute. Database queries have a performance impact
on the feedback of the multiple-view visualization. This
is especially true when Snap is connected to remote data

sources. Result caching and preloading of IDs provide
performance improvements. Future work will continue
to explore the integration of these and other data
management techniques.

Component extensions
Snap leverages third party visualization components.
Developers of visualization components can submit their
components to the Snap server, enabling other users to
utilize the components in their visualization schemas.
The Snap server acts as a repository for visualization
components, which facilitates the transfer of new compo-
nents to practical application. The Snap server is runtime
extensible, meaning that new components can be added
without the need to re-compile or restart the server.
Adapters are included within the architecture to support
Snap’s extensibility.

Snap’s adapter layer enables visualization components
implemented in many different technologies to be coor-
dinated in visualization schemas (Figure 13). Hence,
visualization components may be JavaBeans, Java
applets, ActiveX components, and JavaScript pages. The
adapters enable a single API for the Coordination
Manager. Each adapter translates this API into technol-
ogy-specific methods and events.34

The Java Adapter manages the event handling thread
and event queues. Because Java event handling occurs
in the event-dispatching thread, event queues are needed
to disconnect the event handling code in coordinated
components.35 Similar queues are useful in the other
adapters. Future work will include the development of
adapters that support non-Java visualization technolo-
gies.

The adapter layer can also provide data transformation
functionality for Snap. Typically, visualization compo-
nents receive data relations from Snap in the form of a
JDBC ResultSet. However, adapters can offer other data
models by translating the data relations into TableMo-
dels, TreeModels, or other common data structures. This
functionality can further simplify the requirements for
integrating new components into Snap.

Figure 13 Snap adapters enable integration of many visualization components implemented in different technologies and different data

models.
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Discussion
Snap opens flexible visualization to a wide range of users.
By using an analogous approach, visualization schemas
can support the same class of users as data schemas.
Together, direct manipulation data schemas and visuali-
zation schemas can enable data experts as well as
relative novices to rapidly produce databases with appro-
priate visualizations. Database administrators can take a
coordinated approach to data and visualization design,
significantly reducing overall turn-around time and
improving performance on service requests for database
modifications and custom visualizations. This can reduce
or eliminate the need for a separate large staff for visuali-
zation development and maintenance. Novice users of
entry-level database tools such as Microsoft Access, as
well as simple tabular data tools such as Excel, can also
be given immediate access to custom visualization. Data
and visualization users who are generally knowledgeable
of only basic data concepts can also have freedom to
customize supplied visualizations. Light-weight program-
mers, such as website producers who use GUI-based tools
such as Macromedia to extract data from databases onto
web pages, can use Snap to produce more advanced
websites that involve visualizations. In the future, this
approach can support the growing professions of infor-
maticians or analysts, who are generally skilled at data
and data processing.

Expert programmers, including visualization program-
mers, will benefit from rapid integration capabilities.
They can focus their implementation efforts on their
own visualization components, and use Snap to quickly
link other existing components and data. For example,
scientific labs often need to link specialized in-house
components with externally developed components.
This can support increased collaboration, sharing, and
reuse of tools between labs.

Future work
Our future vision, called ‘Fusion’, is of further flexibility
for dynamically integrating diverse data sources, data
processing, visualization tools, and data mining algo-
rithms. Currently, the Snap model generalizes
visualization coordinations to represent any compound
join of primary- and foreign-key associations between
relations in the data schema. However, coordinations
can now be further generalized to more complex associa-
tions between relations that result from dynamic
computation such as data mining algorithms. Data
mining algorithms can be used to compute new associa-
tions based on selections, or to filter static association
based on probability or confidence calculations. For
example, in the bioinformatics scenario, the brushing-
and-linking coordination between gene experiment
results and functional categories might be augmented
with a simple statistical probability calculation. Then,
selecting a cluster of genes in the plot could highlight
only well-represented corresponding functional cate-
gories, or display confidence levels of categories directly

using color encoding. Augmenting the coordination with
a more advanced data mining component based on
inductive logic programming might watch users’ selec-
tions, narrow the search space for association rules, and
then display other interesting selections to the user. This
can result in a potent interplay between visualization and
data mining.

Dataflow concepts can be integrated at the data sche-
ma level to support advanced data transformation and
massaging. Dataflow paths may also provide a basis for
visualization coordination. Interesting issues will arise
in supporting bidirectional coordinations on unidirec-
tional dataflows.

Visualization schemas and data schemas can be
visually integrated to enable users to simultaneously
manipulate the data and visualization, and to reveal
how data and visualization relate. This will help to solve
the frequent problems that occur when changes in one
domain have impacts in the other. Figure 14 shows an
early concept design. Selecting a coordination could
highlight the corresponding join path through the data
schema, and any data mining components involved. It
may be possible to automatically highlight invalidated
conditions or suggest alternatives.

In additional future work, we plan to investigate
empirically-based guidelines for multiple-view visualiza-
tion. This would support automated or guided
construction of appropriate visualization schemas based
on heuristics for a given data schema and user task set.

Figure 14 Concept design for future integrated data schemas and

visualization schemas.
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Such a system could act as a multiple-table multiple-view
extension to APT10 and other similar automated
approaches for single-table or single-view visualizations.

Conclusions
Snap-Together Visualization supports visualization
design in a manner analogous to relational databases’
support for data design. This enables a significant level
of flexibility in composing custom multiple-view visuali-
zations of multiple-table databases. The primary
contributions of this work are:

. Theory: The Snap visualization model formalizes multi-
ple-view visualization in terms of the relational data
model. An analogy between the primitives and compo-
sitional operators of each domain affords a coordinated
approach to data design and visualization design.

. User interface: Visualization schemas, a diagrammatic
direct-manipulation visual language, are a natural ex-
tension to relational data schemas. A wide range of data
designers and users can rapidly specify and understand
custom visualizations without the need for program-
ming.

. System architecture: The Snap visualization server op-
erates on top of relational database systems. Custom

coordinations in multiple-view visualization automati-
cally query the database to support navigation. A com-
ponent-based mediator dynamically integrates diverse
data and external visualization tools from the field. A
web-based approach enables simple access and dissemi-
nation of custom visualizations.

Due to its basis on common relational database concepts
and general multiple-view visualization concepts, this
approach is widely applicable in many domains and
easily extended with new capabilities such as data
mining. A significant level of flexibility is achieved while
maintaining usability. This provides data owners with a
new ability to rapidly create custom visualizations for
data exploration. Construction of typical multiple-view
visualizations that traditionally required significant
development effort can now be accomplished dynami-
cally in a few minutes.
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